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Abstract 
Reducing power consumption has become one of the big- 
gest challenges in VLSI design. In control-flow intensive 
designs like networking and controller applications the larg- 
est fraction of power consumption in CMOS is caused by 
signal switches. The presented approach addresses the 
reduction of switching activity. This is basically done by 
state assignment concerning a given user-specified input 
pattern sequence. Besides reducing register switchmgs, 
power can be saved by e.g. a partial deactivation of the cir- 
cuit or a parts of it. There is a strong dependency between 
the used deactivation method, the selection of circuit parts 
for deactivation, the additional deactivation logic and the 
state assignment. The aim of this paper is to consider these 
dependencies in a multi-criteria1 optimization approach. 
This is done by an unified specification of the additional 
deactivation costs as constraints for state encoding. The 
result of our investigation is a multicriterial assignment pro- 
cedure which enables us to specify an optimal code concem- 
ing different criteria. 

1 Introduction 

The necessity for low power has caused a considerable 
paradigm shift in the field of VLSI design. The power dissi- 
pation is today as important as circuit speed and area. This is 
driven by a variety of requirements such as prolonging bat- 
tery life in portable devices for multimedia and communica- 
tion, and reducing chip packaging costs. Designers are 
challenged to come up with innovative methods to reduce 
power, while trying to meet all the other constraints by mul- 
ticriterial optimization. 

Thus, design optimization in combination with low power 
techniques are of speclfic importance. As a rule, the higher 
the abstraction level to acheve power optimization the 

greater its efficiency. Good overviews of low power tech- 
niques can be found e.g. in [AEH-96, Pig-96, Rap-961. 

In control-flow intensive applications (e.g. networking 
and controllers especially for reactive systems) the largest 
fraction of power consumption in CMOS technology is 
caused by signal switches. 

Besides reducing register switching rate, power can be 
saved by e.g. a partial deactivation of the circuit. In addition 
to that the glitching power is reduced. There is a strong cor- 
relation between the used deactivation method, the selection 
of circuit parts for deactivation, the additional deactivation 
logic and the state assignment. But the deactivation logic 
takes additional power. 

For saving power different state assignment procedures 
are used in published design approaches: 

state assignment and re-encoding [Hac-94. BeM-951, 
sharing primary output with next state functions [KFF- 
931, 
reducing glitching activity [For-%, RDJ-971, 
deactivation of selected self-loops by clock gating 

register gating by internal signals [CPL-96, SCT-971, 
disabling the next state and output logic in self-loops 
[BeM-96, KFR- 971, 
state controlled multiplexing of selected input signals 
[Gra-78, Bar-94, KFF- 981. 

[BSM-94, BDM-971, 

The aim of this paper is to combine encoding procedures of 
different low power design approaches by an unified specifi- 
cation of the encoding constraints . 

For that we propose a novel approach for state assignment 
which integrates the above discussed features (deactivation 
method, partial deactivation, optimization of the deactiva- 
tion logic) in a multi-criteria1 optimization method. This is 
done via an unified specification of the additional deactiva- 
tion conditions and costs as constraints for state encoding. 
The presented approach addresses the reduction of switch- 
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ing activity of synchronous f h t e  state machines (FSM). The 
state assignment method takes a given user-specified input 
pattem sequence into account which results from FSM pro- 
filing applying a given user-specified input pattem sequence 

The approach starts at the register transfer level of the 
design specification and integrates the encoding conditions 
and constraints of the different techniques to decrease 
switching activities. The state assignment algorithms is 
based on simulated annealing [RoP-931 concerning the real 
frequency of the state transitions. Conventional encoding 
methods are not able to consider such heterogeneous encod- 
ing constraints. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces 
the model of the FSM and defines the task for state assign- 
ment. In the next section three approaches for power saving 
are outlined. Each approach contributes encoding con- 
straints to the multicriterial state assignment method. This 
integrating common state assignment method is developed 
in section 4. 

[MOD-95, KFR- 971. 

2 Preliminaries and definitions 

2.1 Finite state machine 

The control task description can be specified as a finite 
state machine (FSM) which is defined by a 5-tuple 
M = (X,Y,S,f,g), where X, Y, and S are the finite sets of 
inputs, outputs, and states, respectively. The unique map- 
ping f: X x S + S and g: X x S -+ Y defines the so-called 
state transition function and output function. For the domain 
Df and D, of f and g relation D c D is supposed. For 
each state s of S subset 

g -  f 

Df(s) = {(x',s')l(x',s') E Df A f(x',s') = s} 

of Df characterize all transitions ending in state s. State s of 
S is called Moore state if for all pairs (x',s') and (x",,") 
from DAs) the corresponding outputs are identical: 

State transition graph (STG) and state transition table 
(STT) are two equivalent representations of a FSM. A STG 
is defined by a vertex set S and a related set of edges with 
elements (s,s') weighted by a condition x for the transition 
from s to s' = f(x,s) and the corresponding output y = g(x,s). 
A STT is given by a set of all defined 4-tuples (x, s, s', y). A 
transition (x,s) is called self-loop if its present state and next 
state are identical, i.e. f(x,s) = s. 

V(s) characterizes the subset of input variables which are 
essential to select a transition of state s uniquely. 
We denote by card(W) the number of elements of a set W 

g(x',s') = g(x",s"). 

and by rbl  the smallest natural number greater than or 
equal b. 
With respect to all states s of S n, = max(ca1-d(V(s)) I 
s E S} denotes the greatest number of necessary input vari- 
ables. 

Moreover, with regard to our generalized state assignment 
method each subset G, of the state set S is named block, 
consequently each state is a block too. A set G of blocks is 
complete if at first set S is an element of G and at second G 
contains all states of S. Furthermore, G is comparable if for 
all pairs (G,,Gb) of elements of G with G,n Gb#@ holds G, 
C Gb Or Gb C G,. 

2.2 Register switching rate 

Our approach is based on a given user-specified input pat- 
tern sequence [MOD-951 which can be received by recording 
the inputs of a FSM in the true environment or in the simula- 
tion process. In a profiling process the input pattem 
sequence supplies the FSM M. The recorded results of pro- 
filing are exploited to control the power optimization 
approach. 

In the result of profiling we obtain for each row of the 
STT of M characterized by pair (x,s) of input x and present 
state s the number N(x,s) of activations caused by the pat- 
tern of the given sequence. Analysing the frequency of these 
numbers N(x,s), we derive further information for minimiz- 
ing the register switching activity, especially the probability 
p(s,s') for the transition between the states s and s'. For that 
we define the register switching rate of a state code c by 

where H is the Hamming distance of the codes of s and s' 

The encoding task is to find an assignment c with a mini- 
mal switching rate 6(c) considering the given encoding con- 
straints which are characterized by subsets of states (so- 
called blocks). Due to the complex nature of weight 6, we 
modified the simulated annealing procedure [RoP-931 for 
solving this problem. 

[KFF-961. 

3 Approaches for power reduction 

Three approaches for saving switching activities are out- 
lined in this section. Each contributes different types of 
encoding constraint to the integrating state assignment in 
section 4. The sharing method in section 3.1 hands over a 
partial encoding. The clock gating approach delivers block 
encoding conditions. The precomputation method gives 
hierarchical encoding constraints (two levels). In section 3.1 
and 3.2 the FSM M of Table la  is used. The explanation in 
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section 3.3 and 4 are based on the FSM s410 of MCNC 
benchmark set. 

3.1 Sharing of outputs with next state functions 

Especially, with the goal to reduce glitchmg activity 
[RDJ-971, to create glitch-free outputs [For-951, and to min- 
imize the power dissipation it is useful to share outputs with 
next state h c t i o n s  [KFF-931, s. Figure 1. Only the so 
called Moore outputs are sharable. A Moore output depends 
on states but not on inputs [For-95]. The remaining (not 
sharable) variables may depend on the inputs. 

- inputs outputs 

functions 

of M 

shyefi 
ou DU s 

1 qext state 

+=%- f and g 

CLK 

Fig. 1 : Principle of sharing 

In the example FSM M (Table la) both output fhctions 
(yl,y2) are Moore outputs. Consequently, there is such a 
state code that the outputs may be expressed by next state 
(ns) functions. In Table 2 for each state all corresponding 
outputs are depicted (second column), and finally a partial 
state code is derived (third column). The real code has to 
consist of at least three code variables 

Table 1 : a) Example FSM M; 
b) Gate functions h(x, ,x2,ps) for 
section 3.2 

Concerning the partial code of Table 2 the states of M are 

yI  = zI  and y2 = 22. 

encoded in such a way that the outputs are very simple: 

I s4 I -1 I -1 I 
Table 2: Derivation of partial code 

[KFF-931 describes the procedure in detail. In our context 
only the first part of the method - the partial code generation 
- is used. The method in section 4 uses this partial code. 

3.2 Gated clock logic 

Further encoding constraints follow from clock gating 
[BeM-96, BDM-971 outlined in this section. By means of 
clock gating we avoid switching activities caused by input 
transitions in such situations if states and outputs do not 
change. For that all primary inputs are buffered (Figure 2). 
The clock GCLK of the related input registers (D-FF) and 
the state registers is gated by a special logic h (Figure 2 ) .  
This additional logic h is sensitive to primary inputs, next 
state signals and clock CLK. The logic h is ungated and dis- 
sipates extra power. 

CLK 

Fig. 2: Gated clock logic 

GCLK + 

There are two principles for GCLK generation: First the 
so-called combinational gate logic [BeM-961 where only 
self-loops in Moore states can be disabled, and second its 
generalization [KFR-971 so-called sequential gate logic. In 
both cases we have to define the logic h in an optimal man- 
ner. The extra power of h has to be taken into consideration 
if we draw up the balance sheet of the overall power con- 
sumption. 

As an example we discuss the first case for the FSM M 
Table 1 a. We have to define the gate function 

h: D f +  {O, 1) . 
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"1" in the column of the gate function h in Table l b  means 
the releted self-loop in states SO and SI  will be gated. 

01 1 
00 1 
000 

Table 3: State code for gate function h 

The additional gate circuitry can be reduced when the 
states of the block G = {so,sl} of the corresponding gate 
function h is encoded as a block c(G) = 1-0 (Table 3). 

-- 
h = <<c(so) v xlx2c(so) v x I x 2 c ( s I )  v x I x 2 c ( s I )  

h = <<c(G) v xIx2c(G)  with G = {sosI) 

h = ( x I x 2 v x I x 2 ) z l Z 3  with c(G) = 1-0  
_-  

The integrating approach in section 4 uses the block code 
c(G) = 1-0 for the specification of gate function h. In our 
example the necessary number of products in the sum of 
product form is halfed. 

3.3 Multiplexing of input signals 

A third contribution to the encoding constraints arises 
from precomputation [Gra-78, AMD-94, Bar-941. With 
respect to separate states the accompanying transitions and 
outputs depend in control applications on a small number of 
the primary input variables. 

Xi 

rk (k=l,l') 

rk (k=l'+l ,I) 
I I 

- 
1 

CLK 9 
- 
fi= 

. 
f',g' I J 

+Yi 
(i=l ,m) 

' 
Fig. 3: FSM M, with concentrator logic h, 

Figure 3 shows a FSM with state controled concentrator 

logic h,. The complexity (and switching activities) of the 
logic h, can be reduced if h, depends only on a subset of 
state variables. For quantifying the reduction of power dissi- 
pation by such a logic h, we denote the original FSM by 
M = M(n,l,n,) and the restructured FSM by 
M,= M,(n,l,n',l'), where n, 1, n' and 1' are the numbers of 
inputs xi, state variables rk, intermediate variables zj and 
state variables necessary for h,, respectively. The condition 
for restructuring is based on the principle of balance registers 

The optimization task consists in finding a suitable parti- 
tion G as a set of blocks of Mp=Mp(n,l,n',l') with the condi- 
tions: 

[LRS-831. 

the number n' of intermediate signals is minimal, 
the number 1' of state variables necessary for controlling 

block encoding allows the Boolean optimization of 

The principle is demonstrated for the FSM s410 of the 
MCNC FSM benchmark set with n = 8 inputs. 18 states and 
at least 1 = 5 state variables. 

Table 4 shows the set V(s,) of significant variables of the 
states s,. The maximum number of significant variables is 4. 

h, is minimal, and 

logic h,. 

1 Si7  1 {1,2,14,19} 1 
Table 4: Set V(si) of significant variables 

of the states si 
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As a result from these sets we construct the partition 

From the number of blocks p = 5 follows the minimum 

To get a simple logic we have to encode the blocks of 
G = {GI, ..., Gs} depicted in Table 5, where n' = 4. these expressions with the minimum number of variables. 

number of state variables l', from which the concentrator 
logic depends: l'= rlog2@)1= 3. 

Using the block codes of Table 6 we get die minimized 
concentrator logic h, of the intermediate signal z3 which 
cost is reduced from 18 to five products. 

Table 5: Partitioning of set S in blocks 

If we assign the primary input xI  to the intermediate vari- 
able zi, x2 to 22, xi9 to z4, and finally xi for 
i e{  14,15,16,17,18} to the intermediate variable 23 we get 
the following specification of the concentrator logic h, 
(Figure 4): 

ZI = x i ,  
22 = x2, 
23 = hc(x14, Xis, X16, x17, x18, C(S)), 
24 X19. 

Fig. 4: Assignment of inputs to intermedi- 
ate signals 

z3  = xI4i l i , i3  v x15i , i2 r3  v x16r , r2f3 

v x17il r2r3 v x I s r l  

This section delivers encoding conditions for the multi- 
criteria1 state assignment in section 4. 

4 Multi-criteria1 state assignment 

The aim of this section is to combine the different state 
assignment conditions of the former sections given as a par- 
tial code and a set of blocks. This results in a hierarchical 
state assignment technique. The technique takes into 
account the state transition frequency resulting from profil- 
ing in section 2.2 and encodes neighboring states of a high 
frequency with a small Hamming distance. 

Our encoding procedure takes encoding constraints in 
consideration which result form different and independent 
subtasks (section 3). Therefore the integrating view is to 
interprete all conditions by one set G of blocks. G is sup- 
posed to be comparable and complete (s. section 2.1). 

The assignment task for the set G consists in encoding all 
states of S in such a way that the codes of states in each 
block G, contain a common part, the so-called block code, 
which is orthogonal to the codes of all other states of S. For 
handling the hierarchy we define levels of hierarchy in G. 
and specify for each element G, of G a measure v(G,) of 
encoding space. 

Inductive definition of the hierarchy levels in G: 
1. highest level G(m) = { S} 

2. i-th level G(') = max(G\ ( ufli + , G"'\S*)) , 

3. first level (3'') = S*, 
where S* ={ {so}, ...,{ s"}} and max(G) is the set of all maxi- 
mal elements of G concerning the binary relation C. 

For our example s410 the hierarchy levels are illustrated 

(i.e. dm) contains one block consisting of all states), 
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in Figure 5. There are three levels whereby the third level 
consists of the state set S only which is the maximum ele- 
ment of G. 

level 

second level 

block space mask code 

third level 
Fig. 5: Block hierarchy for state encoding 

Inductive definition of the encoding space v(G,) 
elements G, of G: 

1. 

2. 

for the 

for all elements G, of the first level, G, E G('), we define 

for all elements G, of the i-th level, G, E G(i), it is 
v(Ga) = 1, 

Then the minimal width for encoding the blocks of set G is 
specified by d(G) = rlog2v(S)1. 

Our technique for encoding a set G of blocks consists of 
two parts. Firstly all blocks are encoded by completing a giv- 
en partial code Concerning special fixed positions, so-called 
masks (section 4.1). Secondly we specify at each level the 
corresponding masks (section 4.2). 

On the basis of the block hierarchy, we encode the blocks 
iteratively from the highest to the first level. For that at each 
level two steps are to perform, first the creation of a code 
concerning a mask and second the updating of the mask. 

As illustrated in Figure 6 mask di)(G,) is a function of 
the partial code c('+')(G,) of the next higher level and the 
encoding width d(G,) of block G,. Then the code di)(Ga) of 
block G, is an extension of the partial code c('+')(G,) con- 
cerning the above specified mask m(')(G,). Our procedure 
starts with the code "- ...-" of block S at the highest level. In 
our example the code of block S is fixed by "-----". After fin- 
ishing the encoding at level i the encoding at the next lower 

level 1-1 can be performed. The procedure stops if all single 
states at the first level are encoded. 

Fig. 6: Steps of hierarchical block encoding 

4.1 Block encoding concerning a mask 

In this section we complete given partial codes of blocks 
by fixed masks. The preconditions for this generalized en- 
coding for a set G of blocks are: 

a code width 1 equal or greater d(G), 
a mapping a: G -+ { 0,1 ,-}I for describing the partial code 

a mapping m: G ?r {x,-}' for describing the mask. and 
a mapping p: G x G + [O, 11 which characterizes the 
probability p(G,,Gb) for the transition between the two 
blocks G, and Gb. This probability can be derived from 
the transition probability p(si,sj) in the following way 

of a block, 

p(Ga5Gb) = cs E G, A s' E G,  P(S,S'> . 
Then the generalized encoding task is to assign for all 

code c(Ga) and the given partial code a(G,) are identical 
in all positions in which there is sign "x" in the corre- 
sponding mask m(G,), and additionally, 

blocks G, of G a code c(G,) with the property, that 
1. 

2. weight 

w(c> = xGa+ ,.p(Ga,Gb) ' H(c(Ga),c(Gb)) 

is mimal where H is the Hamming distance of the corre- 
sponding block pair. 

For solving this task we use an adapted simulated anneal- 
ing procedure [RoP-93]. The resulting code is a completion 
of its partial code by this assignment. 

This partial assignment is done with respect to the reduc- 
tion of the power dissipation. Therefore we create a block 
code c with a minimal weight resp. register switching rate 
w(c). For an unique encoding of a block the sign "-" in the 
corresponding mask can be replaced by sign "0" or "1" and 
moreover all signs "x" are to replace by "-". 
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For better understanding we illustrate the assign steps for 
the blocks GI ,  ..., G5 of the second level in Table 6. For en- 
coding e.g. of block G4 is the related mask "---xx", and the 
corresponding partial code at the next higher level level is 

dure the partial code will be qualified in positions in which 
the mask contains sign "-", and in all other positions the par- 
tial codes has to be unchanged. In our example the code 
"0 1 1--" of block G4 is the result of replacing sign "-" in the 
first position by sign "0" and in the next two positions by sign 
"1 ". The resulting block codes are depicted in the last column 
of Table 6. 

For encoding e.g. the state s3 at the next lower level we 
need the block code of G4 which is interpreted as partial 
code and additionally the mask "xxx--" of s3. The resulting 
code "01 100" for state s3 is depicted in Table 7. 

" ----- ". By means of our adapted simulated annealing proce- 

the corresponding block code b(G,) at the next higher 

The mask a(G,) is constructed by replacing all sign "0" and 
"1" and moreover max(d - d(i), d(G,)) signs "-" in the block 
code b(G,) by sign "x". The masks can be defined iteratively 
starting with the highest level. After encoding the blocks at 
level i the mask for all blocks at level (i-1) can be specified. 

d(*'= 3 ( 5  blocks), and d(')= 5 (18 state resp. blocks, s. 
Table 7). E.g., for block G4 at second level v(G4) = 4 implies 
d(G1) = 2. Consequently, the mask for G4 contains two signs 
"x". For block resp. state s3 at first level v(s3) = 1 implies 
d(s3) = 0. Consequently, the mask for s3 contains three sign 
"x". caused by the partial code 0 1 1 -- and but because 
d(s3) = 0 no additionally sign "x" (Table 7). 

level as partial code. 

In our example it is d = 5 ,  d(3)= 0 (only one block), 

~~ 

Table 6: Block encoding at second level 

In the second step the blocks are to assign concerning 
their masks. For an unique encoding of a block the sign "-'' 
in the corresponding mask can be replaced by sign "0" or 
"1" and moreover all signs "x" are to replace by "-". But 
with respect to the reduction of the power dissipation it is to 
create a block code c with a minimal weight resp. register 
switching rate w(c). 
For our example such a block code is depicted in the last 
columne of Table 6 .  

4.2 Mask updating 

The necessary generation of masks already in section 4.1 
is outlined in this section. 

The masks of a level are defined iteratively by the corre- 
sponding block codes of the next higher level. For that we 
need for our construction procedure some parameters for 
specifying the mask m(G,) for a block G, at i-th level: 

width d(')= [log:! card(G(i))l for encoding the blocks at the 

width d(G,) = rlogz v(G,)l) for encoding the states of 
i-th level, 

block G,, and 

Table 7: State encoding at first level 
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5 Summary 

In the paper we describe a novel multi-criteria1 state 
assignment approach, which is intended to integrate differ- 
ent procedures of low power design. The internal encoding 
procedure fidfills the related encoding constraints via simu- 
lated annealing with respect to decrease the switching rate of 
the registers. For that we use the real frequency of the state 
transitions resulting from profiling the FSM applying a 
given user-specified input pattern sequence. 

Our approach allows the transformation of different opti- 
mization criteria and techniques for low power to a common 
encoding task. In this way e.g. power and area can be opti- 
mized concurrently. 

In section 3.1 power and output logic is reduced. The effi- 
ciency of this view is demonstrated by some examples in 
[KFF-931. Section 3.2 is focused on the reduction of power 
and gating logic. Related experimental results are given in 
[KFR-971. The optimization of power and concentrator 
logic for inputs is the focal point of section 3.3. 

The aim of the hture work is to take in consideration 
besides power and area further optimization criteria of the 
design. 
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